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Abstract
We propose a general methodology, built on the non ambiguous notion of statistical innovation
of a VAR or VARMA model, in order to study the dynamic effects of a ”new information”, on a set
of variables of interest, in a more flexible way than traditional impulse response functions. This new
information can be related not only to the values, the signs, the range of one or several components
of the innovation, or to the value of one or several average responses, but also to a linear filter of
this innovation, or to the future paths of some of its components or associated linear filters or both.
The methodology is called New Information Response Functions (NIRF) and is shown to encompass
standard methodologies typically adopted in the literature. In order to illustrate the usefulness of the
NIRF methodology we estimate a Gaussian VAR(p) model estimated on U.S. quarterly data and we
address a current and relevant monetary policy issue: we compare the effects on the future long-rate
as well as on its expectation term and term premium components, of alternative kinds of FOMC
stabilization announcements (like the one at the end of 2008) involving the future path of the short
rate and its expectations around the zero lower bound.
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Introduction

The pioneering paper by Sims (1980) has triggered a large literature on the definition of shocks and
impulse response functions in VAR or VARMA models. Since then, this literature has continuously
evolved notably in response to recurrent issues related to the identification of structural shocks
(see the survey by Kilian (2011)). A first part of this literature is devoted to the identification
of structural VAR models by short-run restrictions (see Blanchard and Watson (1986), Bernanke
(1986), Bernanke and Mihov (1998), among others) while, a second part promotes identification by
long-run restrictions or by a mix of short- and long-run restrictions (see Blanchard and Quah (1989),
Gali (1992)). Both approaches rely on assumptions, mainly based on economic theory, such as the
ordering of the variable in the VAR or, more generally, the expected short-run or long-run effects
that a given shock should have on a given variable. However, these assumptions are not always
consensual and this lack of general agreement leads to different response functions which make
difficult to bring out a clear economic message (see for instance Lütkepohl (1991) and Cochrane
(1994)). The shortcomings of the traditional identifying assumptions have spurred the development
of statistical (sometimes called ”agnostic”) approaches. Notably, some authors have proposed to
identify structural shocks by means of sign restrictions (see Uhlig (2005), Mountford and Uhlig
(2009), Peersman and Straub (2009), Inoue and Kilian (2011) among others). Alternatively, some
other authors have focused on the notion of statistical innovation of a given variable in the VAR
model (see Pesaran and Shin (1998)).
In this paper we propose a general methodology, built on the non ambiguous notion of statistical
innovation εt (say) of a VAR (or VARMA) stochastic process Yt (that is, the difference between
the value of the process and its conditional expectation given its past), giving the possibility to
study impulse responses in a more flexible way than traditional impulse response functions (IRFs).
We aim at exploiting the fact that we may naturally have at our disposal, for a given analysis,
Grégoir, Chris Otrok and Glenn Rudebusch, as well as participants at the June 2009 Bank of France - Bundesbank
Conference on ”The Macroeconomy and Financial Systems in Normal Times and in Times of Stress”, the NASM
2011 Conference in St. Louis, the Banque de France October 2011 seminar, the October 2011 FUNDP Namur
workshop ”Financial markets and macroeconomic policies in the aftermath of crisis”, for helpful comments and
remarks.
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an information on this innovation process which could be different from an information on the
contemporaneous realization of one of its components, or different from an information providing
an exact identification (structural shocks). Indeed, this ”new information” can be related not only
to the values, the signs, the ranges of one or several components of εt , or to the value of one or
several average responses to a new information. It can also be related to the innovations of linear
filters on the variables of interest, or to the future path of some of these innovations. In addition,
these future paths can be effective or hypothetical (i.e., counterfactuals or scenarios): for instance
one may want to analyze and compare forecast scenarios associated with alternative possible future
paths of some of the innovations or of some of their linear filters. In all of these situations, one
may be interested in analyzing the expected dynamical effects of such a ”new information” on any
of the variables of interest. In this paper we develop a statistical setting which is suitable to deal
with these issues. This general methodology is named New Information Response Function.
More formally, we assume that, given the observed values Yt−1 (say) of our process of interest,
′
, . . . , YT′ )′ becomes
a genuine or hypothetical new information on the future path Yt,T = (Yt′ , Yt+1

available. This new information, denoted It , is defined by some function a(Yt,T ) of the future path
and it can also be written as It = e
a(εt,T , Yt−1 ), where εt,T denotes the corresponding sequence

of future innovations. For computation purposes, we then distinguish the case T = t, where the
new information It involves only Yt , namely εt and Yt−1 , from the general case T > t where It
concerns the future path of the process and, possibly, the future values of some linear filters of
that process or the values of other linear filters belonging to some interval. In the former case,
the response function is obtained calculating a conditional expectation depending on the moving
average representation of the process and on the information we have about εt . In order to detail
the flexibility of the NIRF approach, we provide many examples of both kind of elements. In
the latter case, we show that the response function can be calculated through a Kalman filter
iteration, even if the new information contains future values of some linear filters of the process.
In addition, if this new information concerns the future values of other linear filters belonging to a
given interval, we provide a computationally fast simulation procedure based on a useful property
of the Gaussian vectors and on Kalman filter iterations [Durbin and Koopman (2002)]. Indeed, we
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show that the VAR model equipped with the new information e
a(εt,T , Yt−1 ) can still be represented
in a State Space form.

Finally, in order to provide an empirical illustration of the usefulness of the NIRF methodology,
we address a current and relevant monetary policy issue using a Gaussian VAR(p) model that links
macroeconomic variables and interest rates (namely, short rate, one-year spread, GDP growth
and inflation rate). More precisely, in order to illustrate the impact of a new information on
”future paths”, we consider the stabilization announcement by the Federal Open Market Committee
(FOMC) in 2008:Q4 to warrant exceptionally low levels of the federal fund rate for some times,
and we investigate how the long rate, as well as its expectation component and term premium,
respond to alternative kinds of scenarios involving not only the future path of the short-term rate
but, possibly, also the future path of its expectation component. In other words, we show that
the NIRF can be adopted to suggest a preferred monetary policy communication strategy. Our
empirical exercise highlight that, if the purpose of the monetary authority is to keep the long rate
stable, an accurate and unambiguous commitment on the future path of the short-term interest
rates seems to be the successful choice.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide the definition and the computation
of the new information response function for the case T = t and the general case T > t. In
Section 3 we present several cases of NIRFs depending on the assumption we make about the
function e
a(.). Starting with the case T = t and It = e
a(εt ), we first mention the so-called ”full new
information” case (e
a(εt ) is one-to-one and it contains standard orthogonalized shocks, the impulse

vectors introduced by Uhlig (2005) and the structural shocks as particular cases), and we present
the ”continuous partial new information” case that includes the ”generalized” impulse response
function introduced by Pesaran and Shin (1998), or other kinds of information, like information on
a subset of innovations, information on responses or a combination of both (Section 3.1). Second,
we describe the ”discrete partial new information” case, where the new information e
a(εt ) is based

on discrete functions, like indicator functions and, in particular, sign functions (Section 3.2). Third,

we present the case of a new information on a linear filter where the new information can still be
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represented by e
a(εt ) (Section 3.3). Finally, in Section 3.4 we mention the general case T > t and
It = e
a(εt,T , Yt−1 ) that is adopted in Section 4 to develop the empirical application to forward policy

guidance. Section 5 concludes and proposes further developments, while proofs of propositions and
some theoretical results are gathered in appendices.
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Definition and Computation of the New Information Response Function (NIRF)

2.1

The Model

Let us consider a n-dimensional VAR(p) process Yt satisfying:

Φ(L)Yt = ν + εt ,

(1)

where Φ(L) = I + Φ1 L+ ... + Φp Lp , L being the lag operator; εt is the n-dimensional Gaussian innovation process of Yt with distribution N(0, Σ). We do not necessarily assume that Yt is stationary, so
′
′
′
we have to assume some starting mechanism, defined by the initial values (y−1
, y−2
, ..., y−p
)′ ≡ y−p .

By considering the recursive equations:

Yτ = ν − Φ1 Yτ −1 − . . . − Φp Yτ −p + ετ ,

(2)

at τ ∈ {0, ..., t} and eliminating Y0 , ..., Yt−1 we get a moving average representation of the form:

Y t = µt +

t
X

Θτ εt−τ ,

(3)

τ =0

where µt is a function of t and y−p , and the sequence Θτ is such that:
"

p
X
i=0

Φi Li

!

t
X
τ =0

4

Θτ Lτ

!#

t

=I,

(4)

(with Φ0 = I and where [  ]t is a notation for the polynomial obtained by retaining only the terms
of degree smaller than or equal to t from the polynomial between brackets) which implies,

Θ0 = I and
τ
X
Φi Θτ −i , τ ≥ 1 ,
Θτ = −

(5)

i=1

with Φi = 0 if i > p. Equation (5) provides a straightforward way to compute recursively the
′
′
, ..., Yt−p
)′ , equation (3) implies:
matrices Θτ . Denoting Yt = (Yt′ , Yt−1

E(Yt+h | Yt) − E(Yt+h | Yt−1 ) = Θh εt ;

(6)

so Θh εt measures the differential impact of the knowledge of εt , or Yt , on the prediction updating
of Yt+h when Yt−1 is known.

2.2

Definition of the NIRF

Let us now assume that Yt−1 has been observed and a genuine or hypothetical new information
′
on the future path Yt,T = (Yt′ , Yt+1
, . . . , YT′ )′ is considered. This new information, denoted It , is

a(εt,T , Yt−1 ),
defined by some function a(Yt,T ) of the future path and it can also be written as It = e

where εt,T = (ε′t , . . . , ε′T )′ is the sequence of the future innovations. The New Information Response

Function (NIRF) is defined by:
NIRFt,t+h (It ) = E(Yt+h | It , Yt−1 ) − E(Yt+h | Yt−1)
= E(Yt+h | e
a(εt,T , Yt−1 ), Yt−1 ) − E(Yt+h | Yt−1 ) , h ∈ {1, . . . , H} ,

(7)

and thus NIRFt,t+h (It ) measures the differential impact on the prediction of Yt+h of the additional
knowledge of It , when Yt−1 has been observed.
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2.3

Computation of the NIRF

We distinguish the case T = t, where the new information It involves only Yt , namely εt and Yt−1 ,
and the general case T > t where It = a(Yt,T ) involves the future path of the process and, possibly,
of future filters of that process.
i) Case T = t
In this case we have It = a(Yt ) = e
a(εt , Yt−1 ), and the NIRFt,t+h (It ) is easily computed in the

following way.

Proposition 1: If the new information is It = e
a(εt , Yt−1 ), we have NIRFt,t+h (It ) = Θh δt , where

δt = E(εt | e
a(εt , Yt−1 )). Proof: see Appendix 1.

An frequent particular case is when the new information It does not involve the observed past

values Yt−1 and is given by It = e
a(εt ). In this case NIRFt,t+h (It ) = Θh δ, where δ = E(εt | e
a(εt )).

ii) Case T > t

Let us assume now that the new information It = a(Yt,T ) is given by:

It = a(Yt,T ) = [aτ (Yt−J,τ ), τ ∈ Dt ⊂ {t, . . . , T }]

(8)

where aτ (Yτ −J,τ ), for any τ ∈ Dt , denotes a date-τ filter of order J of Yτ , i.e. a function of
Yτ , Yτ −1, . . . , Yτ −J . Thus, the new information consists in the knowledge of future filters of the
variables Yt , . . . , YT . Let us introduce the notations K = max(p, J, T −t) and Zτ = (Yτ′ , . . . , Yτ′−K )′ .
For any τ ∈ {t, . . . , T }, aτ (Yτ −J,τ ) can be rewritten as a∗τ (Zτ ) and model (1) can be equivalently
represented as:
Zt = ν ∗ + Φ∗ Zt−1 + ε∗t
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(9)

with


Φ Φ2
 1
 
 

I
0

εt 
ν 
ν ∗ =   , ε∗t =   , Φ∗ = 

0
0
0 I

0 0

. . . Φp 0
...
..
.

0
0

...

I





0

.

0

0

(10)

For h ∈ {1, . . . , T − t}, the NIRFt,t+h (It ) can be computed in the following way.
Proposition 2: Let us consider the State Space model defined by the transition and measurement
equations:



 Zτ = ν ∗ + Φ∗ Zτ −1 + ε∗
τ

 Xτ = a∗τ (Zτ ) , τ ∈ Dt ,

(11)

where Xτ is the known value of a∗τ (Zτ ) and where the initial conditions Zt−1 are the observed values.
The value of E(Yt+h | It , Yt−1 ) is the component of the filtered value ZbT |T (say) of ZT corresponding

to Yt+h and NIRFt,t+h (It ) is obtained by subtracting the standard VAR prediction E(Yt+h | Yt−1 ).
Proof: see Appendix 1.
Note that the dimension of a∗τ (Zτ ) may vary with τ and that, for some future date, we may
have no measurement equation at all. The computation of NIRFt,t+h (It ), for h > T − t, is easily
seen to be equal to the difference of two standard VAR predictions based on model (1). Indeed,
we have to compute, for j ≥ 1:

E(YT +j | It , Yt−1 ) − E(YT +j | Yt−1) .

(12)

The second term of this difference is just the standard VAR prediction of YT +j made at time t − 1
and using (Yt−1 , . . . , Yt−p ) as initial conditions, whereas the first term is a standard VAR prediction
made at time T and using the previously computed initial values E(YT −i | It , Yt−1 ), i ∈ {0, . . . , p−1}.
The computation of the NIRFt,t+h (It ) for any h ∈ {1, . . . , T − t}, based on Proposition 2, is
particularly easy when the a∗τ functions are linear, that is to say when the new information is the
knowledge of linear filters of future values of Yt . Indeed, in this case, the value of ZbT |T is obtained
7

by the standard Kalman filter.
If, moreover, the information It is made not only of the exact knowledge of the values Xτ of
some linear filters a∗τ (Zτ ), but also of the knowledge that some other linear filter e
a∗τ (Zτ ) belong to

some interval (for instance, the positive or negative half real line), it is possible to take into account
(s)

this additional information in the following way. First, simulate a path Zτ , τ ∈ {t, . . . , T }, in
the conditional distribution of (Zt′ , . . . , ZT′ )′ given (a∗τ (Zτ ) = Xτ , τ ∈ Dt ). Second, discard this
simulated path if it does not satisfy the constraints on the filters e
a∗τ (Zτ ). Third, repeat the previous
(s)

steps S times and compute the empirical means of the retained simulated values of Yt+h in order

to get a Monte Carlo approximation of E(Yt+h | It , Yt−1 ). In this procedure, the simulation in the
first step is key and easily done thanks to the following nice property of Gaussian vectors (compare
with Durbin and Koopman (2002)).
Lemma: If U = (U1′ , U2′ )′ is Gaussian, the conditional distribution of U1 given U2 = u2 , is identical
to the unconditional distribution of U1 − E(U1 | U2 ) + E(U1 | U2 = u2 ). Proof: see Appendix 1.
The previous result can be used to easily simulate in the conditional distribution of U1 =
(Zt′ , . . . , ZT′ )′ , given that U2 = (a∗τ (Zτ ), τ ∈ Dt ) is equal to u2 = (Xτ , τ ∈ Dt ). Indeed, to simulate
(s)′

(s)′

(U1 , U2 )′ in the unconditional distribution of (U1′ , U2′ )′ reduces here to straightforwardly simulate
in the unconditional distribution of U1 = (Zt′ , . . . , ZT′ )′ (since U2 is function of U1 ). Moreover, the
(s)

computation of E(U1 | U2 = u2 ) and E(U1 | U2 = U2 ) are easily obtained from the Kalman filter.

3

Examples of New Information Response Function

The New Information Response Function framework introduced in the previous section clearly
contains many particular cases depending on the assumption we make about the function e
a(.).

For instance, the standard case (that we call ”full new information” case), obtained when T = t
and e
a(εt ) is one-to-one, contains as particular cases the orthogonalized shocks, the Uhlig (2005)’s

impulse vectors and the structural shocks (see Jardet, Monfort and Pegoraro (2009) for details).

The purpose of this section is to detail the flexibility of the NIRF approach through a list
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of examples based on alternative and less standard specifications of e
a(.). More precisely, we will

consider in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 the case It = e
a(εt ) where e
a(.) is not one-to-one or it is valued in a

finite set of real numbers, while Section 3.3 presents the case of a new information on a date-t linear
filter, namely It = at (Yt−J,t ). Section 3.4 focus on the past-path dependent NIRF case where the
impact of Yt−1 on the response does not cancel out. Finally, Section 3.5 moves to the general future
path-dependent case, with T > t and It = e
a(εt,T , Yt−1 ), that is the general case where for instance

both future values of basic variables and associated linear filters characterize the new information.
This case will be the one adapted to treat the forward policy guidance empirical exercise presented
in Section 4.

3.1

Continuous partial new information

Let us now consider the case, named ”continuous partial new information” case, where e
a(.) only

depends on εt (i.e. T = t), is not one-to-one and e
a(εt ) has an absolutely continuous distribution.
3.1.1

Pesaran-Shin (1998) ”generalized” impulse response functions

Pesaran and Shin (1998) considered the case where e
a(εt ) ≡ εjt , that is the case where we have

a new information only about one component of εt , namely εjt = α. In the Gaussian case, the
computation of E[εt |εjt = α] is straightforward and we get:

E [εit | εjt = α] =

Σij
α.
Σjj

(j)
In particular if α = 1, the immediate impact δ = E[εt |εjt = 1] is Σ(j) Σ−1
is the j th column
jj where Σ

of Σ. It is easily seen that this impact is different from the one obtained by an orthogonalized
shock with immediate impact on Yjt equal to one, except if j = 1 [see Pesaran and Shin (1998)].
3.1.2

New information on a set of individual innovations

K
If e
a(εt ) ≡ εK
t , where εt is a K-dimensional sub-vector of εt containing εjt with j ∈ K and

K ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, we have to compute δ = E[εt | εK
t = α] where α is now a vector. Again, in the
9

Gaussian case we immediately get:
δ = ΣK Σ−1
KK α
where ΣK is the matrix given by the columns Σ(j) of Σ such that j ∈ K and ΣKK is the varianceth
covariance matrix of εK
t . For instance, if the new information is εjt = 1 and εkt = 0, the i

component of δ (i 6= j and i 6= k) will be the coefficient of εjt in the theoretical regression of εit on
εkt and εjt .
3.1.3

New information on responses

We know from equation (6) that the expected response of Yt+h1 (for a given h1 ) to a value of
εt is Θh1 εt . We may want to impose that some components of this response are given, that is
K1
1
ΘK
h1 εt = α1 , where Θh1 is the set of rows of Θh1 corresponding to the components of interest. If this
1
new information is the only one, the NIRF has to be computed as Θh δ with δ = E(εt | ΘK
h1 εt = α1 ),

K′

K′

1
1 −1
that is δ = Σ Θh11 (ΘK
α1 in the Gaussian case. This new information can be combined
h 1 Σ Θh 1 )

with another one, for instance a new information on a set of individual innovations as in Section
3.1.2, i.e. εtK2 = α2 . In this case we have to take:
K2
1
δ = E(εt | ΘK
h 1 ε t = α1 , ε t = α2 ) ,

which can be easily computed as soon as K1 + K2 ≤ n. In the Gaussian case, if we denote by S2
K′

′ ′
1
2
the selection matrix such that εK
t = S2 εt , and given M = (Θh1 , S2 ) , we have:





 α1 
δ = Σ M ′ (M Σ M ′ )−1  
α2
(assuming that M Σ M ′ is invertible).
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3.1.4

New information on long-run behaviors

Let us assume that Yt is non-stationary and admits r cointegrating relationships, and let us construct a vector Wt such that:





e
 ∆Yt 
Wt = 
,
′
Λ Yt

where Yet is the subvector of Yt given by its first (n − r) rows (possibly after a reordering of the

components of Yt ), Λ′ Yt is a r-dimensional vector of cointegrating relationships, and Wt has a
stationary VAR representation of the form:

Γ(L)Wt = Cν + Cεt

In−r
where C = 

Λ′

(13)



0
 is invertible. We can consider, for instance, a partial new information

imposing that the long-run impact on Yit (with i ≤ n − r) is zero, that is:
Γ−1
i (1) C εt = 0 ,
th
where Γ−1
row of Γ−1 (1).
i (1) is the i

3.2
3.2.1

Discrete partial new information
Definition of the new information

Let us now consider the case where the distribution of e
a(εt ) has a discrete component. More

 prea1 (.)
e
cisely, in this case, called ”discrete partial new information” case, we assume that e
a(.) = 
,
e
a2 (.)

where e
a1 (εt ) has a continuous distribution and e
a2 (εt ) is valued in a finite set α2 = {α21 , ..., α2L }.
In this case the conditional distribution of εt given e
a1 (εt ) = α1 and e
a2 (εt ) = α2j ∈ α2 is obtained
by the conditional distribution of εt given e
a1 (εt ) = α1 restricted to the set e
a2 (εt ) = α2j .
11

3.2.2

Quantitative information and interval information

Let us consider the case where e
a2 (εt ) = 1l] c, d [ (εjt) and e
a1 (εt ) = εK
t with c and d real numbers (c < d)

and K ⊂ {1, ..., n} such that j ∈
/ K. Our purpose is thus to compute E[εjt | εK
t = α, c < εjt < d]

and E[εit | εK
/ K and i 6= j. In both cases, explicit formulas are available.
t = α, c < εjt < d], with i ∈
Proposition 3: For c, d ∈ R (c < d) and K ⊂ {1, ..., n} such that j ∈
/ K, we have:
K
K
E[εjt | εK
t = α, c < εjt < d] = µj α + σj

cK
j :=

c − µK
d − µK
j α
j α
K
,
d
:=
,
j
K
K
σj
σj

K
ϕ(cK
j ) − ϕ(dj )
,
K
Φ(dK
j ) − Φ(cj )

K
′
K 2
K
µK
j := E(εjt | εt = α) , (σj ) := V ar(εjt | εt = α) ,

and for i ∈
/ K, i 6= j we have:
"

K
K
K
K
E[εit | εK
t = α, c < εjt < d] = µij α + νij µj α + σj

K
ϕ(cK
j ) − ϕ(dj )
K
Φ(dK
j ) − Φ(cj )

!#

,

K
K
′
with µK
ij α + νij εjt := E(εit | εt = α, εjt ) ,

where ϕ and Φ are, respectively, the p.d.f and the c.d.f of N(0, 1). In particular, if c = 0 and
d = +∞ we get:
K
K
E[εjt | εK
t = α, 0 < εjt ] = µj α + σj λ

where λ(x) =

µK
j α
σjK

!

,

ϕ(x)
is the inverse Mill’s ratio. Proof: see Appendix 1.
Φ(x)

The case of interval information on several components εjt, j ∈ J, J ⊂ {1, . . . , n} and K ∩J = ∅, as
well as the case where the interval information are related to responses, are presented in Appendix
1.

3.3

New information on a filter

In some situations, the relevant information is on a linear filter of the basic variables. For instance,
in macro-finance models of the yield curve, this filter may be a term premium, or an expectation
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component [see Jardet, Monfort, Pegoraro (2013)]. In that case, the NIRF framework still applies,
as it is formalized in the following:
Proposition 4: Given the linear filter Yet = at (Yt−J,t ) = F (L) Yt , where F (L) = (F1 (L), ..., Fn (L))
is a row vector of polynomials in the lag operator L, its innovation is εet = F (0) εt, and given the

new information on εet , defined by e
a(e
εt ) = α, the differential impact on the prediction of Yt+h is:
NIRFt,t+h (εt ) = Θh E[εt | a(εt) = α] ,

Proof: see Appendix 1.

(14)

with a(εt ) := e
a(F (0) εt) .

This means that, a new information e
a(e
εt ) = α on εet can be viewed as an information on εt and it can
be treated as in the previous framework. Let us consider some examples. If the information is εet = 1

and εjt = 0, j = 1, ..., n−1, the impact on Yt+h is Θh δ, where δ = E[εt |e
εt = 1, εjt = 0, j = 1, ..., n−1]
is equal to (0, ..., 0, 1/Fn(0)). If the information is just εet = 1, the impact on Yt+h is Θh δ, where
δ =

ΣF ′ (0)
cov(εt , εet )
=
V (e
εt )
F (0)ΣF ′(0)

If the information is εet = 1 and εjt = 0, the impact on Yt+h is Θh δ where the ith component δi

of δ is the coefficient of εet in the theoretical regression of εit on εet and εjt (in particular δj = 0).

We could also impose point information on several filters in a straightforward way, and extend the
technique to interval information 4 .
It is important to highlight that, if we are interested in studying the impact of a new information
about k linear filters Ye1t , ..., Yekt on the basic variables forming Yt , it would be possible to complete
(2)

these filters with n − k components of Yt (Yt , say) and to apply the NIRF techniques to the MA

representation of the VARMA model followed by the vector thus obtained Yt∗ (see Appendix 2 for
details). However, this would be a tedious method, compared to the one we suggest. Moreover,
4

Similarly, we might be interested in the response of a linear filter to some new information. If we consider the
univariate filter Yet = G(L)Yt , we can compute the impact on Yet+h of a new information a(εt ) = α at t. Indeed,
since the impact on Yt+h is Θh E[εt |a(εt ) = α], the impact on Yet+h is obviously G(L)Θh E[εt |a(εt ) = α] where the
lag operator L is operating on h and where Θs = 0 if s < 0.
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(2)

by construction, the specification of Yt∗ , that is the selection of Yt , implies that the impact on
(2)

Yt

only can be assessed and, therefore, in order to provide a comprehensive analysis, several

specifications of Yt∗ have to be considered in order to determine the impact on any variable in
Yt . In sharp contrast, the NIRF approach to linear filters, formalized in Proposition 4, easily and
immediately delivers through formula (14) the dynamic relationship between any linear filter and
any basic variable.

3.4

Past path-dependent NIRF

In all situations considered above the values of the Yt ’s actually observed do not play any role in
the computation of the NIRF, since in equation (7) the impact of Yt−1 cancels out. Let us now
consider an example in which the past values Yt−1 matter.
If we want to impose that a subset of components YtK does not move between t − 1 and t we
K
K
have to impose YtK = Yt−1
or, denoting by Ybt|t−1
(Yt−1 ) the prediction of YtK made at t − 1 (a linear

function of Yt−1 ), we have to impose:

K
K
Ybt|t−1
(Yt−1 ) + εK
t = Yt−1 ,

K
bK
or εK
t − Yt−1 + Yt|t−1 (Yt−1 ) = 0 ,

(15)

which is of the form e
a(εt , Yt−1 ) = α. In this case the NIRF is Θh δt with:

and we get:

K
K
δt = E[εt | εK
bt|t−1
(yt−1 )]
t = yt−1 − y

(16)

K
K
δt = ΣK Σ−1
bt|t−1
(yt−1 )] ,
K K [yt−1 − y

(17)

where ΣK and ΣK K are defined like in Section 3.1.2.
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3.5

Future path-dependent NIRF

In some situations it is interesting to study the behavior of the future values of the endogenous
variables of a dynamic system, when the future path of one or several of them or/and when the
future path of some filters are known or fixed for scenarios analysis. The first kind of information
has already been imposed in the conditional prediction literature [see e.g. Waggoner and Zha
(1999), Clarida and Coyle (1984), Doan, Litterman and Sims (1986), Jarocinski (2010), Banbura,
Giannone, Lenza (2010)]. In Proposition 2 we have shown how to deal with this issue in the NIRF
framework and, in particular, how to assess the impact, on a set of variables of interest, of a general
new information It = a(Yt,T ) on the future path of some filters of the variables.

4

Applications to Forward Policy Guidance (preliminary)

In this section we propose an illustration of the empirical relevance of the NIRF methodology. Using
a Gaussian VAR(p) model estimated with U.S. quarterly data, we address a current and relevant
monetary policy issue. More precisely, in order to illustrate the impact of a new information on
”future paths” of a given variable and associated linear filter, we consider the short rate stabilization
announcement by the FOMC at the end of 2008 and we investigate how the long-rate, as well as
its expectation and term premium components (i.e., linear filters of the long-rate), respond to
alternative kinds of scenarios involving the future paths of the short-term interest rate and of its
expectations.

4.1

Description of the Data

Our data are quarterly observations of the U.S. short-term zero-coupon bond yield rt , i.e the
one-quarter yield, the spread between the one-year and the one-quarter yield St , the one-quarter
inflation rate πt and the growth rate of real Gross Domestic Product (GDP) gt , for the period from
1979:Q4 to 2010:Q3. The quarterly inflation rate πt , from t − 1 to t, is given by πt = log(Pt /Pt−1 ),
where Pt is the price index level observed the last month of the quarter. The GDP growth over
the period (t − 1, t) is given by gt = log(Gt /Gt−1 ), where Gt is the real GDP level at quarter t.
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The interest rate data are obtained from the Gurkaynak, Sack, and Wright (2007) [GSW (2007),
hereafter] data base5 . The price index and the real GDP data are obtained from the FRED
database: Pt is the seasonally adjusted consumer price index for all urban consumer (all items,
CPIAUCSL); Gt is the seasonally adjusted real GDP level, in billions of chained 2005 dollars
(GDPC1).

4.2

Model and Decompositions

We collect these variables in the four-dimensional vector Yt = (rt , St , gt , πt )′ and we describe the
joint dynamics of Yt by the following Gaussian VAR(p) process:

Yt = ν +

p
X

Φj Yt−j + εt ,

(18)

j=1

where εt is a 4-dimensional Gaussian white noise with N (0, Σ) distribution [Σ denotes the (4 × 4)
conditional variance-covariance matrix]; Φj , for j ∈ {1, . . . , p}, are (4 × 4) matrices, while ν is a
4-dimensional vector. On the basis of several lag order selection criteria, the lag length is selected
to be p = 3 and the model is estimated by OLS.
It is well known that any H-year date-τ nominal yield Rτ (H) can be decomposed into the
following two terms:
Rτ (H) = EXτ (H) + T Pτ (H) ,
where
1
EXτ (H) = E
H

H−1
X
h=0

rτ +h |Ωτ

!

(19)

(20)

is the expectation part of Rτ (H), T Pτ (H) = Rτ (H) − EXτ (H) is, by definition, the corresponding
term premium and Ωτ is the available information set at date τ . In addition, EXτ (H) can be
decomposed into two components:

5

g τ (H) + Πe (H)
EXτ (H) = EX
τ

Each observation in our sample is given by the daily value observed at the end of each quarter.
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(21)

where:
H
X

g τ (H) = 1 E
EX
H

h=1

reτ +h | Ωτ

!

(22)

is the expectation term of the real yield of residual maturity H, reτ +1 = rτ − πτ +1 is the one-quarter
real (ex-post) interest rate, while

Πeτ (H)

1
= E
H

H
X
h=1

πτ +h | Ωτ

!

(23)

is the inflation expectation over (τ, τ + H). These three components can be written as linear filters
of Yt = (rt , St , gt , πt )′ and thus the NIRF approach can be adopted (see Appendix 3). In particular,
in the following section we will consider the case H = 4 quarters6 and we will apply the general
result presented in Proposition 2.

4.3

Responses to unconventional monetary policy: effects of forward
policy guidance

Central banks are sometimes confronted with the key issue of how restoring good economic and
financial conditions when the short-term interest rate is near the zero lower bound. Among the
set of measures proposed to handle this issue, known as unconventional monetary policy measures,
one is the forward policy guidance. The idea is that if a central bank can credibly commit to
future policy actions, it can manage longer-term interest rates to a level consistent with a given
objective of price stability and economic growth. There are several examples of central banks
using communications on the future path of the short-term interest rate like, for instance, New
Zealand, Norway and Sweden by means of policy rate projections, or Canada and Japan by means
of communications regarding the timing and conditions for rate moves. Forward guidance on
monetary policy has also been implemented by the U.S. Federal Reserve. In its statement released
in December 16, 2008, the FOMC announced ”that (anticipated) weak economic conditions are
likely to warrant exceptionally low levels of the federal funds rate for some time”. A more recent
6

Considering another maturity for H is possible, but requires the estimation of an affine term structure model.
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example is the August 2011 FOMC statement: ”The committee currently anticipates that economic
conditions - including low rates of resources utilization and a subdued outlook for inflation over the
medium-run - are likely to warrant exceptionally low levels for the federal funds rate at least through
mid-2013”.
The communication regarding the future path of short-term interest rate is the key ingredient
of such a policy. Does this communication reach its goal of reducing the medium- or long-term
rate Rt (H)? In particular, since the aim is to manage as accurately as possible the expectation
component EXt (H) (see (20)) of Rt (H), the final effects of such communication should depend on
the period of time during which short-term rates are known: the longer this period, the better the
management of EXt (H) and, thus, of Rt (H). When the central bank can commit only for a period
of time (ℓ, say) shorter than the time-to-maturity of the long rate (H, namely), the response of
EXt (H) will also depend in general on the path of short rate expectations over the non-committed
remaining period (H − ℓ). In this case, what are the effects of this communication on Rt (H) ?
The NIRF approach and, in particular, the tools developed in Section 6 provide a rigorous
way to address these kinds of questions. Actually, we can estimate the expected response of
Yt = (rt , St , gt , πt )′ and linear filters of Yt to a new information about the future paths of shortterm interest rate and/or about the future paths of the expected short-term rate. More precisely,
we focus on the expected responses of the short rate rt , of the 1-year interest rate and of the
linear filters EXt and T Pt , in 2009:Q1 and the 7 following quarters, after the FOMC statement in
2008:Q4 to ”warrant exceptionally low levels of the federal fund rate for some time”. In a benchmark
scenario, we assume that this statement is interpreted by the agents as the new information that
the short-term interest rates will remain constant, over the four following quarters, at the level
r = 0.25% (annual basis). Then, in order to assess the usefulness of this possible announcement
for the prediction of the future realizations of the variables of interest, we compare its effects on
the long rate, EXt and T Pt , with those provided by three alternative scenarios, in which the levels
of the short rate are assumed to be fixed for only the first two quarters (2009:Q1 and 2009:Q2),
and then it is its expected value which is fixed for the two following ones (2009:Q3 and 2009:Q4;
see the scenarios below). We have also assumed in any scenario that, at the starting date t =
18

2009:Q1, the model-implied 1-year yield Rt is positive and, in line with previous application, that
the instantaneous response of GDP growth in 2009:Q1 is zero. Note that, given the very low level
of the short-term interest rate, only scenarios implying an increase in (expected) short rates will
be considered. More precisely, the four scenarios are the following (for t =2009:Q1 and assuming
annualized rates):
• Benchmark scenario: the short rate is fixed for the 4 quarters following the FOMC
statement (i.e., t − 1 = 2008:Q4). Hence the new information is Zet,t+3 = {rt = r, rt+1 =
r, rt+2 = r, rt+3 = r};

• Scenario 1: the short rate is constant in the first 2 quarters and then it is expected
(at date t + 1) to remain unchanged in the two following ones. The new information is
Zet,t+3 = {rt = r, rt+1 = r, Et+1 (rt+2 ) = r, Et+1 (rt+3 ) = r};

• Scenario 2: the short rate is constant in the first 2 quarters and it is expected (at date
t + 1) to increase by 25 basis points in the third quarter and, then, to remain unchanged. The
new information is Zet,t+3 = {rt = r, rt+1 = r, Et+1 (rt+2 ) = r +

0.25
, Et+1 (rt+3 )
100

=r+

0.25
};
100

• Scenario 3: the short rate is constant in the first 2 quarters and at date t + 1 it is expected
to increase by 25 basis points in the two following ones. The new information is Zet,t+3 =

{rt = r, rt+1 = r, Et+1 (rt+2 ) = r +

0.25
, Et+1 (rt+3 )
100

=r+

0.5
}.
100

In order to deal with the monetary policy shift observed at the end of 1970s and to perform a
real-time exercise, we estimate the VAR over the period 1979:Q4 to 2008:Q4.
We report in figure 1 the expected responses of rt , of the 1-year interest rate and of the associated
expectation term and term premium components for the four above mentioned scenarios. We
observe that the benchmark scenario generates responses which are, compared with the alternative
ones, closer to the ex-post realized values of these variables. In particular, we note that the short
rate responses obtained with the benchmark scenario tend to remain at lower levels than those
obtained with the other scenarios (see figure 1 (a)). Notably, although the short rates obtained with
the benchmark and the first scenario are (by construction) identical over the first four quarters7 , the
7

With the scenario 1, E (rt+2 | Ωt−1 ) = E (Et+1 (rt+2 ) | Ωt−1 ) = r and E (rt+3 | Ωt−1 ) = E (Et+1 (rt+3 ) | Ωt−1 ) = r.
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Figure 1: Responses (in annual percentage) to the four scenarios. Grey solid lines: benchmark scenario. Grey
dashed lines: scenario 1. Black dashed lines: scenario 2. Black solid lines: scenario 3. Black lines with markers:
ex-post realization of the variables.

short rate of scenario 1 reaches, after 8 quarters, a level that is more than twice higher than the one
obtained with the benchmark scenario and the expectation component in the latter case remains
at levels lower than the other ones (see figure 1 (c)). Similarly, the 1-year interest rate in the the
benchmark scenario is, on average, lower than those obtained with the alternative scenarios and
quite close to its realized values (see figure 1 (b)). Accordingly, the 1-year nominal term premium
provided by the benchmark scenario is stable, lower than the alternative ones and closer to its
realized values (during the first four quarters; see figure 1 (d)). These results strongly suggest that
the central bank should benefit from an accurate and unambiguous commitment on the future path
of the short-term interest rates.
All in all, this empirical illustration stresses that considering information on future paths of
relevant variables is a key element not only for forecasting purposes, but also for a precise anticipa20

tion of the future effects of a monetary policy intervention (like the short rate path in our exercise)
and the NIRF methodology provides a flexible and promising framework to handle these kinds of
economically relevant issues.

5

Conclusions and Further Developments

In this paper we propose a general statistical methodology, the NIRF methodology, for the analysis
of impulse response functions in VAR models, which encompasses several standard approaches, such
that orthogonalization of shocks (Sims (1982)), the ”generalized” impulse responses of Pesaran and
Shin (1998), or the impulse vectors of Uhlig (2005). We show that an important aspect of the NIRF
methodology is to be able to take into account an information about the past or future values of the
variables of interest. In particular, this information may concerns the future path of the process
and, possibly, the future values of some linear filters of that process or the values of other linear
filters belonging to some interval. We also show that this methodology is well suited to analyze
the effects of a new quantitative or qualitative information on one or several innovations and/or
on the response of one or several variables to such an information, as well as a new information on
linear filters of the basic variables of our model.
We provide an empirical illustration of the NIRF methodology based on U.S. data. More
precisely, in order to illustrate the usefulness of a new information on a ”future path” of variables
and linear filters, we investigate how the long-term rate in our VAR model, and the associated
expectation part and term premium component, respond to alternative kinds of communications
that may be released by the FOMC (on December 2008) about the stabilization of the future
short-term interest rate and its expectations around the zero lower bound. We show that taking
into account this information is critical and significantly improves interest rates forecasts. In
addition, by means of several scenarios based on possible paths of the short rate and its expectation
component, we show how the NIRF can be used to anticipate future effects of monetary policy
decisions and, thus, it can be adopted to suggest a preferred monetary policy communication
strategy.
21

The results of this paper have been derived in the Gaussian case. If the distribution is no longer
Gaussian and if function a(.) is linear, the results are still valid if we replace the notion of conditional
expectation by the notion of linear regression. If a(.) is non linear, the conditional expectation
E[εt |a(εt ) = α] might be approximated by Monte Carlo and kernel techniques. The results could
also be extended to VARMA(p,q) processes. The interval constraints could be replaced by more
general set information tackled by Monte Carlo methods. Finally, the extension to the nonlinear
framework [see Gallant, Rossi, Tauchen (1993), Koop, Pesaran, Potter (1996), Gourieroux and
Jasiak (2005)] could be an interesting line of future research.
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Appendix 1: Proofs of propositions.
Proof of Proposition 1: from the definition of new information response function:

we have:

NIRFt,t+h (It ) = E(Yt+h | e
a(εt , Yt−1 ), Yt−1 ) − E(Yt+h | Yt−1 ) ,
o
n
a(εt , Yt−1 ), Yt−1
NIRFt,t+h (It ) = E [E(Yt+h | εt , Yt−1 ) − E(Yt+h | Yt−1 )] | e
= E[Θh εt | e
a(εt , Yt−1 ), Yt−1 ]

and the result is proved.

(A.1)

(A.2)

= Θh E[εt | e
a(εt , Yt−1 )] ,

Proof of Proposition 2: given (It , Yt−1 ) and for any τ ∈ {t, . . . , T }, the Xτ are observed
whereas the Zτ are latent and thus we get the state space model (11). The filtered value ZbT |T is

the conditional expectation of ZT = (YT′ , . . . , YT′ −K )′ given XT = It and Yt−1 . Since K ≥ T − t,
E(Yt+h | It , Yt−1 ) is a component of ZbT |T for any h ∈ {1, . . . , T − t}.

Proof of Lemma: if (U1′ , U2′ )′ is Gaussian, we know that the conditional distribution of U1 given
U2 = u2 is Gaussian as well as the unconditional distribution of W := U1 − E(U1 | U2 ) + E(U1 | U2 =
u2 ). This means that we have just to check that both distributions have the same expectation and
the same variance-covariance matrix. Now, we obviously have E(W ) = E(U1 | U2 = u2 ) and the
variance-covariance matrix V (W ) of W is the sum of V [E(W | U2 )], which is equal to zero, and of
E[V (W | U2 )], which is equal to V (W | U2 ) (since V (W | U2 ) is non-random in the Gaussian case)
and also equal to V (U1 | U2 ).
Proof of Proposition 3:
i) Computation of E[εjt | εK
t = α, c < εjt < d]:
the conditional distribution of εjt given εK
t = α is easily found; it is a Gaussian distribution
K 2
K
K
with mean µK
j α and variance (σj ) (say) (where µj is a row vector). So E[εjt | εt = α, c <
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K
K
K
εjt < d] is given by E[µK
j α + σj U | c < µj α + σj U < d] where U ∽ N(0, 1). We find

E[εjt | εK
t

= α, c < εjt < d] =

Using the notations cK
j =

E[εjt | εK
t

c−µK
j α
σjK

µK
j α

and dK
j =

+

σjK

d−µK
j α
σjK

= α, c < εjt < d] =

 c−µK α
E U | σKj < U <

d−µK
j α

j

σjK



.

, we find:

µK
j α

+

σjK

K
ϕ(cK
j ) − ϕ(dj )
,
K
Φ(dK
j ) − Φ(cj )

where ϕ and Φ are, respectively, the p.d.f and the c.d.f of N(0, 1). In particular, if c = 0 and
d = +∞, we find:

K
K
E[εjt | εK
t = α, 0 < εjt ] = µj α + σj λ

where λ(x) =

µK
j α
σjK

!

,

ϕ(x)
is the inverse Mill’s ratio.
Φ(x)

ii) Computation of E[εit | εK
t = α, c < εjt < d]:
we first find the conditional expectation of εit given εK
t = α and εjt , which can be written as
K
µK
ij α + νij εjt (say) and we get:


 K

K
E[εit | εK
t = α, c < εjt < d] = E E εit | εt = α, εjt | εt = α, c < εjt < d

K
K
= µK
ij α + νij E[εjt | εt = α, c < εjt < d]
!#
"
K
K
ϕ(c
)
−
ϕ(d
)
j
j
K
K
K
.
= µK
ij α + νij µj α + σj
K
Φ(dK
j ) − Φ(cj )

In the particular case c = 0, d = +∞, we find:
"

K
K
K
K
E[εit | εK
t = α, 0 < εjt ] = µij α + νij µj α + σj λ
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µK
j α
σjK

!#

.

Proof of Proposition 4: given the linear filter Yet = F (L) Yt, its innovation is by definition:
εet = Yet − Et (Yet | Yt−1 )
n h
i
X
Fi0 Yi,t + Fi1 Yi,t−1 + . . . + FiJ Yi,t−J − Fi0 E(Yi,t | Yt−1) − Fi1 Yi,t−1 − . . . − FiJ Yi,t−J
=
i=1

=

n
X
i=1

Fi0 εeit = F (0)εt

and, thus, formula (14) immediately follows.
Quantitative information and several interval information

We still assume a1 (εt ) = εK
t , but now a2 (εt ) is the set of functions 1l] cj , dj [ (εjt ), j ∈ J , with cj

and dj real numbers (cj < dj ) for any j ∈ J, J ⊂ {1, . . . , n} and K ∩ J = ∅. We have to compute:
E[εit | εK
t = α, cj < εjt < dj , j ∈ J], i ∈ J ,

and
E[εit | εK
/ K, i ∈
/J.
t = α, cj < εjt < dj , j ∈ J], i ∈
i) Computation of E[εit | εK
t = α, cj < εjt < dj , j ∈ J], i ∈ J:
JK
the joint conditional distribution of εJt given εK
α and
t = α is Gaussian with mean µ

variance-covariance matrix ΣJK (say) and we have to compute the mean of this normal
distribution restricted to (cj < εjt < dj , j ∈ J) (see below).
ii) Computation of E[εit | εK
/ K, i ∈
/ J:
t = α, cj < εjt < dj , j ∈ J], i ∈
given that

E[εit | εK
t = α, cj < εjt < dj , j ∈ J]

(A.3)

K
= E[E(εit | εK
t = α, εjt , j ∈ J) | εt = α, cj < εjt < dj , j ∈ J] ,

JK J
J
and denoting by µJK
εt , the conditional expectation of εit given εK
i α + νi
t = α and εt , we
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get:

JK
JK
J
K
E[εit | εK
t = α, cj < εjt < dj , j ∈ J] = µi α + νi E[εt | εt = α, cj < εjt < dj , j ∈ J] .

JK
Again, the joint conditional distribution of εJt , given εK
α, ΣJK ) and, as above,
t = α, is N(µ

we have to compute the mean of this normal distribution restricted to the set (cj < εjt <
dj , j ∈ J).
The restriction of a J−variate normal distribution to a product of intervals is in general not
analytically tractable, but it can be simulated either by the rejection algorithm mentioned
above, or by using the Gibbs algorithm, and therefore its mean can be computed by a MonteCarlo method. The principle of the Gibbs algorithm is to start from an initial value y0 =
(y01 , ..., y0J ) and to successively draw a new component in its conditional distribution given
the other components fixed at their more recent values. Since the conditional distribution
of a component given the others is a univariate normal distribution restricted to an interval,
its simulation is straightforward. Indeed, the simulation can be done by using a rejection
method, or by using the fact a random variable X following the standard normal distribution
restricted to an interval ] c, d [ is deduced from a random variable U following the uniform
distribution on [0, 1], by the formula:
X = Φ−1 {[Φ(d) − Φ(c)] U + Φ(c)} ,

(A.4)


Φ(x) − Φ(c)
Φ(x) − Φ(c)
=
. This algorithm
since P (X < x) = P (Φ(X ) < Φ(x)) = P U <
Φ(d) − Φ(c)
Φ(d) − Φ(c)
is usually faster than the rejection algorithm.


Quantitative information and interval information on responses
Let us now consider the case where the quantitative information is still εK
t = α but the interval
information are related to some responses at some horizons. More precisely the interval information
are:
cjh < Θjh εt < djh
26

where the pair (j, h) ∈ S ⊂ {1, . . . , n} × {1, . . . , H} and Θjh is the j th row of Θh . In this case, we
have to compute:
j
E[εit | εK
t = α, cjh < Θh εt < djh , (j, h) ∈ S] ,
K
where i ∈ K = {1, ..., n} − K. The conditional distribution of εK
t given εt = α is Gaussian

and the previous expectation can be computed by a Monte Carlo method based on the rejection
principle, that is, by using simulations in this distribution and keeping them if they satisfy the
inequality constraints. If card(S) ≤ n, the Gibbs algorithm can also be used, provided that a linear
transformation is first done on εt in such a way that the Θjh εt , (j, h) ∈ S, are components of the
transformed random vector.
Appendix 2: VARMA-distributed linear filters and associated MA representation
Let us represent the k-dimensional linear filter Yet as follows:

(1)

(1)
(2)
Yet = F (L) Yt = F1 (L) Yt + F2 (L) Yt ,
(2)

where Yt denotes the first k components of Yt and Yt
′

′
(2)′
can be written as:
Yt∗ := Yet , Yt

F1 (L)
Yt∗ = 
0

and therefore


−1
F1 (L)
Yt = 
0

(A.5)

collects the last (n − k) ones. The process



F2 (L)
∗
 Yt = F (L) Yt
I


−F1−1 (L) F2 (L) ∗
∗
−1
∗
 Yt = [F (L)] Yt ,
I

(A.6)

(A.7)

thus implying the following VARMA representation for Yt∗ :

∗
Φ(L) Fadj
(L) Yt∗ = det (F1 (1)) ν + det (F1 (L)) εt ,

(A.8)

∗
∗
∗
given that [F ∗ (L)]−1 = [det (F ∗ (L))]−1 Fadj
(L) = [det (F1 (L))]−1 Fadj
(L), where Fadj
(L) is the ad-
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joint matrix of F ∗ (L). The MA representation, relevant for response function analysis, is given
by:
e
Yt∗ = F ∗ (1) Θ(1) ν + Θ(L)
ηt ,

(A.9)

e
where Θ(L)
:= F ∗ (L) Θ(L) (F ∗ (0))−1 , Θ(L) = Φ−1 (L) and ηt = F ∗ (0) εt is the innovation of Yt∗ .

Appendix 3: Decomposition of the long-term interest rate and application of the NIRF
methodology
The joint dynamics of Yt = (rt , St , gt , πt )′ is described by the following Gaussian VAR(p) process:

Yt = ν +

p
X

Φj Yt−j + εt

(A.10)

j=1

that can be rewritten in a VAR(1) form:

Zt = νe + Φ Zt−1 + εet

′
′
where Zt = (Yt′ , Yt−1
, ..., Yt−p+1
)′ , νe = (ν ′ , 0, ..., 0)′ and



Φ1

...

...

(A.11)

Φp







I(p×p) 0(p×p) . . . 0(p×p) 





Φ=
0
I
.
.
.
0
(p×p) 
 (p×p) (p×p)


..
.. 
 ..
..
.
 .
.
. 


0(p×p) . . . I(p×p) 0(p×p)
where I(p×p) is the (p × p) identity matrix and 0(p×p) the (p × p) matrix of zeros. Let us first assume
that the set of information available to agents at the present date t − 1 consists in the past and
present values of Zt−1 , that is Ωt−1 = Zt−1 . In this case:
E (rt+h−1 | Ωt−1 ) = e′1 ((I − Φ)−1 (I − Φh )e
ν + Φh Zt−1 )
E (πt+h−1 | Ωt−1 ) = e′4 ((I − Φ)−1 (I − Φh )e
ν + Φh Zt−1 )
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where ei is the ith column of the (4p × 4p) identity matrix. Therefore, we have:
EXt−1 (H) = d0 (H) + c0 (H)Zt−1 , Πet−1 (H) = d1 (H) + c1 (H)Zt−1
T Pt−1 (H)
where

g t−1 (H) = d3 (H) + c3 (H)Zt−1
= d2 (H) + c2 (H)Zt−1 , EX

1 ′
e1 (I − Φ)−1
H
!
H−1
1 ′ X h
c0 (H) =
Φ
e
H 1 h=0

d0 (H) =

H−1
X
h=0

!

(I − Φh )e
ν

!
H
X
1 ′
d1 (H) =
e (I − Φ)−1
(I − Φh )e
ν
H 4
h=1
!
H
X
1 ′
Φh
e
c1 (H) =
H 4 h=1

d2 (H) = −d0 (H) , c2 (H) = e′1 + e′2 − c0 (H)
d3 (H) = d0 (H) − d1 (H) , c3 (H) = c0 (H) − c1 (H)

Hence, the components of Rt−1 (H) can be expressed as linear filter of the variables in the VAR
and, thus, the technique of Section 3.3 applies.
Let us now assume that the set of information available at t − 1 also includes some information
about the future path of one variable in the VAR like the short rate. For instance, let us assume
that future values of the short rate are known until date t + H − 1. We denote by Zet,t+H−1 =
o
n

r t , r t+1 , ..., rt+H−1 these H known values of the short rate. Hence Ωt−1 = Zet,t+H−1 , Yt−1 . The

NIRF of EXt+k−1 (H), given Ωt−1 , is:

E(EXt+k−1 (H)|Ωt−1 ) − E(EXt+k−1 (H)|Yt−1 ) ,
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(A.12)

and the first component in (A.12) is:
H−1
X

1
E(EXt+k−1 (H)|Ωt−1 ) =
E
H

E(rt+k+h−1 | Ωt+k−1) | Ωt−1

h=0

!

H−1
1 X
E (rt+k+h−1 | Ωt−1 ) ,
=
H h=0

where Ωt+k−1 = {Zet+k,t+H−1 , Yt+k−1 } if k ≤ H − 1 and Ωt+k−1 = Yt+k−1 otherwise, and with
E (rt+k+h−1|Ωt−1 ) = r t+k+h−1 for k + h ≤ H. Similarly, the NIRF of Πet−1 (H) is given by:
E(Πet+k−1 (H)|Ωt−1 ) − E(Πet+k−1 (H)|Yt−1 ) ,

(A.13)

and the first component in (A.13) is:
1
E(Πet+k−1 (H)|Ωt−1 ) =
E
H
=

1
H

H
X

E(πt+k+h−1 |Ωt+k−1 )|Ωt−1

h=1

H
X

E (πt+k+h−1 |Ωt−1 ) .

h=1
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